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2021 Financial Highlights

$12.8B

$8.4B
Net Written Premium

$4.41
Earnings per Share

Shareholders’ Equity

$1.2B
Net Income

$621M
Dividends Paid

Book Value per Share  
Excluding Accumulated Other Comprehensive Income

From Year-End 2020, Adjusted for $2.27 
Dividends Paid in 2021

10%
Increase





2021 Shareholder Letter 

Dear Fellow Shareholders,

In 2021, the insurance industry proved yet again to be remarkably resilient against a backdrop of a very dynamic world. Moreover, the shared 
experience of the last two years has further reinforced the critical role that insurance plays from an economic and societal standpoint. 

At CNA, we seek to anticipate and meet the market’s prevailing needs by providing deep underwriting expertise coupled with a 
solution oriented-approach. We do this by working hand in hand with our agent and broker partners to deliver the best possible 
solutions crafted with technical excellence and backed by world-class Claims and Risk Control services in what is a dynamic, 
demanding and evolving market.  

2021 demonstrated that CNA is, in fact, meeting that ambitious standard, as evidenced by our exceptional results and continued 
strong shareholder value creation.

I am proud of how our employees continue to demonstrate their creativity, adaptability and dedication. Every day, at all levels, our 
employees remain hyper-focused on our customers and our partners, working to creating shared success. It is the power of this 
collaboration and nexus of partnerships that moves us further ahead.

Strong Top-Line and Bottom-Line Performance
Our business performance in 2021 was strong as we continued to capitalize on market conditions.  

These results clearly reflect the strength of our franchise and the effectiveness of our marketplace strategies. Our disciplined 
underwriting approach allowed us to retain our best customers with strong price increases and improved terms and conditions, and 
add quality new business to our portfolio at a double digit growth rate. Exceptional collaboration between underwriting, claims, 
actuarial and risk control enables us to optimize the exposure profile of the overall portfolio as we provide tailored risk solutions based 
on a comprehensive understanding of our insureds’ risks. Through this consistent and predictable approach, we are growing our 
revenue and expanding our underwriting margins.  

In 2021, we achieved 10% Gross Written Premium growth (excluding Captives) and 5% Net Written Premium growth. New business 
growth was a robust 19%.  



Our progress is broad-based, with all three operating segments – Commercial, Specialty and International – producing strong 
underlying results in 2021. Momentum fueled by effective leadership by our business and functional leaders is clearly present across all 
elements of our business.

As a result, we delivered a P&C underlying combined ratio of 91.4%, marking our fifth consecutive year of improvement.

The significant improvements in both top-line and bottom-line performance led to record core income, which increased 50% from 2020. 

Our 2021 performance and the track record of the past five years is the result of relentless execution and the successful advancement 
of our core strategic priorities: sustaining a deep underwriting culture; attracting, developing and retaining top talent; optimizing 
distribution engagement; and institutionalizing deep specialization. 

Always Moving Forward
While we are proud of the results delivered in 2021, we continually strive to achieve higher levels of performance across all aspects of 
our business.  

CNA is continuing our investments in advanced analytics, cloud technology and security. We are constantly evolving our business 
operations to deliver services that our customers, agents and brokers value. In 2021, we expanded the virtualization of work for several 
market-facing functions, such as Risk Control and Claims inspections, utilizing leading-edge technology, analytics and new processes. 
These innovations have allowed us to improve the outcomes of these functions for our customers and brokers, increase our internal 
capacity and elevate overall performance.

It is clearly not lost on CNA that talent matters. We know our success is largely dependent on our ability to attract and retain the best 
talent in the industry. In this fluid labor market, we continue to strike the right balance between the development, promotion and 
retention of our current talent and the need to attract the top industry talent and expand our capabilities. This dual focus has served us 
well and we remain well positioned for 2022 and beyond.

As I have mentioned before, central to our ability to attract and retain top talent is our unwavering commitment to Diversity and 
Inclusion. In 2021, we continued this important journey by engaging a diverse spectrum of colleagues across our global network. Led by 
our D&I Council and Employee Resource Groups, we made significant progress including the successful launch of a new D&I learning 
program aimed at building allyship and the introduction of a new talent sponsorship program that seeks to accelerate the development 
of high-performing diverse employees, diversify our leadership ranks and broadly build inclusive leadership skills.  

As always, in 2021 we remained committed to supporting improvements in the communities to which our customers belong through 
volunteerism and corporate philanthropy. We expanded our D&I partnerships and maintained a strong partnership between our D&I 
Council and Corporate Social Responsibility team. In addition, we increased our overall D&I giving by 35% compared to 2020.

Environmental, social and governance (ESG) frameworks intended to promote sustainable and inclusive development of insurance 
markets are becoming an area of increased focus. We have established an ESG Steering Committee and Task Force to continually 
assess and seek to implement best practices in response to relevant topics.

Excellent Financial Strength
Robust capital adequacy and strong credit fundamentals reflect the strength and quality of CNA’s balance sheet. We maintain a 
conservative capital structure, a high-quality investment portfolio and excellent liquidity driven by strong operating cash flows – factors 
four leading rating agencies recognized when they affirmed our financial strength ratings in 2021.

In 2021, we continued to grow our underwriting profits while addressing any parts of our portfolio that we felt would not sustain our 
risk-adjusted rate of return requirements. And our strong operating cash flows have enabled us to grow our invested asset base, which 
generated strong investment income results in a challenged interest rate environment.



Dino E. Robusto
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
CNA Financial Corporation, February 7, 2022

Thank You For Your Support
I would like to thank all our employees for their commitment and drive for the long-term success of CNA. I am also thankful for the truly 
meaningful relationships that we share with our agents and brokers. These partnerships are built on a foundation of expertise, mutual 
respect and joint execution. 

I remain incredibly optimistic about the future for CNA and the opportunities we see ahead.



Dino E. Robusto
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Chief Executive Officer
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Chicago, IL 60606
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Shareholder Information:
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Corporation is listed on the New York
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Exchange. Its trading symbol is CNA.
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151 North Franklin Street 
Chicago, IL 60606
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151 North Franklin Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60606

“CNA” is a registered trademark of CNA Financial Corporation. Certain CNA Financial Corporation subsidiaries use the “CNA” trademark in connection with insurance underwriting and claims activities. 
Copyright © 2022 CNA. All rights reserved. 




